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Welcome!
Special Interest Groups (AKA: SIGs) continue to dynamically evolve as a part of our Los
Angeles Chapter of CAMFT. SIGs provide our members a variety of leadership and
collaboration opportunities, as well as offering a diverse range of learning opportunities
for both our members and for the broader mental health community.
With this evolution has come a need to restructure and clarify SIG policy and operations
within our volunteer organization. This User Guide aims to address these needs.
Consistent with our Chapter philosophy of evolutionary growth, this User Guide is
presented as a living document open to periodical change as we grow and discover what
works and what can use some improvements.
Therefore, feedback from our members eager to improve our organization and the role of
SIGs is encouraged and welcomed. For this purpose a downloadable digital SIG User
Guide Suggestion Box (See: FORM: N) can be found on our LA CAMFT website for any
member to use. We want to hear from you!
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What is a SIG?
Special Interest Groups (AKA: SIGs) are small sub-groups within LA CAMFT
conceived, created and led by LA CAMFT members around a specific topic or area of
focus.
SIGs function under the auspices of LA CAMFT’s Full Board (FB) and Executive Board
(EB), who together share governance duties over the entire Chapter, as well as provide
support and guidance to all Chapter sub-groups.
Board oversight ensures that SIGs function within the framework of LA CAMFT‘s
protocols, policies, and procedures (AKA: the 3-Ps) and ensures that all Chapter activities
comply with applicable CAMFT and BBS requirements, and State & Federal Tax laws.
A series of SIG Forms & Guidelines that codify the 3-Ps have been created to support
both SIG and Board responsibilities for the different kinds of activities SIGs may
undertake. These forms will be referenced throughout this manual and examples of each
can be found in the appendix.
The following diagram illustrates how SIGs connect to the Chapter’s organizational
hierarchy.

The role of the SIG LIAISON (shown in the diagram above) has been created to:
•
•
•
•

Guide those interested in obtaining Board approval to form a SIG
Assist communications between SIGs and the Board as needed
Support SIGs in navigating the Chapter’s 3-Ps and utilization of all forms
Be a resource for the general functioning of SIGs
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What structure must a SIG have?
As SIGs have evolved and increased the variety of activities they can undertake, the
Board has recognized a need for SIGs to have two Co-Chair leaders, supported by a coreleadership team, which may fluctuate in response to specific needs or undertakings.
The Co-Chair requirement serves several Chapter values and Chapter goals:
•
•
•

Teamwork
Shared leadership responsibilities
Chapter sustainability

Regarding Sustainability: SIGs are a part of LA CAMFT’s brand and services. The
presence of Co-Chairs is seen as a safeguard against service disruptions to our members
during a SIG leadership succession. Succession is an expected evolutionary process
needing teamwork and planning (see, FORM:M SIG: Chair Leadership Succession).

What are the SIG Chair’s responsibilities?
SIG Chairs are a vital part of the LA CAMFT leadership team. As leaders, SIG Chairs
agree to uphold LA CAMFT values, mission statement, sustainability goals, and brand
visibility. Therefore, SIG Chairs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate and complete the steps for the SIG Creation process (FORM: A & B)
Lead, manage, delegate, and oversee SIG internal affairs
Assure SIGs are active, maintained, and open to all
Ensure SIG sustainability through an orderly Chair succession plan (FORM: M)
Ensure SIG compliance with the Chapter’s 3-Ps
Inform the Board of SIG plans, activities, challenges and concerns by:
 Presentations at Full Board meetings
 Communications with the SIG Liaison
 Timely usage of all applicable forms, when required
 Provide the Executive Board a monthly memo using FORM: C SIG
Chairs: Monthly Memo

Monthly Memos are brief check-ins sent by the SIG Chairs to the Executive Board, for
keeping the SIGs and the Board well connected and up-to-date. With so much activity
happening within LA CAMFT advance planning and calendaring is a real necessity.
These memos are an essential tool to support strategic planning for the whole
organziation.
•
•

SIG Memos are due the last week of each month.
SIG Memos are to be emailed to the Board Secretary, and cc’d to the SIG Liaison,
who will place the memos content on the EB meeting agenda
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Who can create a SIG?
Only LA CAMFT Chapter members in good standing can submit a request to the
Executive Board to create a new SIG (See: FORM: A & B). Ideally the request shall
come from both SIG Co-chairs, though there is the option for an individual Chapter
member to initiate the SIG Creation process before selecting a co-chair, but with the
understanding that prior to the actual creation of the SIG they must partner with another
Chapter member as co-leaders for their SIG.

What are the steps for creating a SIG?
SIG creation is a multi-step process. The goal of this multi-step process is to create SIGs
that are uniquely focused, viable, collaborative, and led by SIG Chairs who are well
informed of LA CAMFT’s protocols, policies, and procedures (AKA: the 3-Ps).
QUICK LOOK: 5 steps to create a SIG
(Note: For step 1 & 2 a member may start this process without a partner with the
understanding that partnering with a co-chair is required for the subsequent steps.)
1) SIG Chair/s work together to formulate an initial concept for a SIG. When
ready, and having read this manual,
2) SIG Chair/s complete FORM: A SIG Creation: Request, and send it to the
SIG Liaison who will have it placed on the agenda of the next Executive Board
meeting for initial discussion. After the discussion,
3) SIG Chairs will be invited to submit a detailed FORM: B SIG Creation:
Proposal & Action Plan, to the Executive Board for further review. At
completion of the Executive Board review process,
4) SIG Chairs submit FORM: B to the Full Board for final review. After
completion of this final review process,
5) The officially appointed SIG Chairs introduce their SIG at the next available
LA CAMFT Networking Event, with an article in the next available LA
Therapist Update newsletter, and create content for a SIG Website page to be
placed on the LA CAMFT website.

Note: During all steps of the SIG Creation processes, the SIG Liaison shall be available
for support and guidance.
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What activities can a SIG do?
SIGs are encouraged to be creative and explorative within their area of interest, and to act
independently as a group. With these freedoms is also the responsibility to uphold the
Chapter’s 3-Ps, support the Chapter’s brand, and keeps the Board informed of all its
activities and plans.
Some things a SIG might consider doing are:
• Submit articles for the LA Therapist Update newsletter about the SIG's special
focus
• Plan and create no-charge events such as social gatherings, consultation groups,
or other kinds of member only hosted gatherings
• Plan and create events or workshops that require an attendance fee for members
and non-members
• Offer CEUs for workshops
• Work with the Chapter Programming Chair to bring SIG relevant speakers of
interest to the Chapter Networking Events
• Initiate SIG relevant community outreach for the Chapter
• Carry out specific Chapter support tasks that are in line with the SIGs focus,
purpose and goals
• Collaborate with other SIGs

What can’t a SIG do?
While operating independently as a sub-group, SIGs may not operate as an autonomous
or separate entity from LA CAMFT, nor act without LA CAMFT Board agreement and
oversight.
• As such, SIGs may not hold events/workshops without Board agreement
• SIGs may not negotiate sponsorship agreements
• SIGs may not enter into any contractual arraignment, nor make promises to third
parties on behalf of LA CAMFT
• SIGs may not incur expenses without CFO approval
• SIGs must utilize only Board approved marketing and advertising tools
• SIGs may not violate Chapter policies, protocols and procedures, or act without
utilizing all applicable forms
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About SIG Events/Workshops
Events and workshops are often initiated with great enthusiasm (and perhaps some
anxiousness, especially for first time producers) requiring SIG teamwork, planning and
organization. No matter what level of prior experience a SIG has with producing
events/workshops, the SIG Liaison and other Executive Board members are here for
support and encouragement, and guidance as needed.
To facilitate event/workshop planning & execution the Board has created a series of
Forms & Guidelines (see appendix) for creating, managing, financing and auditing SIG
events/workshops. The forms & guidelines are:










FORM: D
FORM: E
FORM: F
FORM: G
FORM: H
FORM: I
FORM: J
FORM: K
FORM: L

SIG Event/Workshop:
SIG Event/Workshop:
SIG Event/Workshop:
SIG Event/Workshop:
SIG Event/Workshop:
SIG Event/Workshop:
SIG Event/Workshop:
SIG Event/Workshop:
SIG Event/Workshop:

Proposal & Budget
Post Report
Marketing Guidelines
Petty Cash Request
At Door Payment Guidelines
CEU Guidelines
Sponsorship Guidelines
Event Participant Refund
Reimbursement

Approval Steps to create a SIG Event/Workshop

QUICK LOOK: 3 Required Steps For Approval
1) The SIG leadership team considers what kind of event/workshop to produce, and
sets down an initial plan.
2) The SIG leadership team does an initial feasibility study of their plan.
3) The SIG Chairs then submit a formal plan using FORM: D SIG Event/ Workshop:
Proposal & Budget to the EB for approval.

Here are the 3 steps in full:
1. SIGs explore what kind of event/workshop they wish to create.
SIG events/workshops fall into two categories:
• No participation fee. Examples of these include peer support meetings and
informal gatherings (an example is the current Supervision Discussion Group
SIG). Note: “No Fee” events are not the same as “No Cost” events, as there is
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always a cost to the Chapter for the Information Technology (IT) needed for
email blasts, website announcements, online registration, and other kinds of
charges such as food or other necessities.
• Participation fee required. SIG events which may include offering BBS CEUs.
SIG events/workshops function as fund-raisers for the Chapter. Chapter policy is
to make the participation fee affordable, while at minimum covering the costs of
producing the event/workshop.
2. Members of the SIG explore the feasibility of an event/workshop by
considering the following applicable punch‐list of items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Event topic
Scheduling
Venue
Speaker/Presenter
Budget
Sponsorship
Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
Marketing: Network Event announcements, Flyers, E-blasts, Website notice,
Social Media, etc.

(Note: This is not a complete list of what is possible to consider; and each line item holds
a range of considerations. The SIG Liaison and other EB members are here to help!)
3. SIG Chairs submit FORM: D to the SIG Liaison who will have it placed on the next
monthly EB meeting for review.

Money Matters for SIG Events/Workshops
When Chapter funds are needed to cover the costs of SIG activities, it is very important
to follow the 3-Ps carefully. Take a deep breath. The following guide will walk you
through the seemingly complex layers of Chapter finance.
First, recognize that LA CAMFT is a local Chapter of CAMFT, and operates as a 501.c6
non-profit corporation. This means that it must comply with State and Federal Tax laws
governing such non-profits. To assure that LA CAMFT is in compliance with these laws,
the Chapter has established the following Board positions and committees: Chapter
Finance Committee with a Chief Financial Officer (CFO), Ways and Means Committee,
and Chapter Administrator.
Second, recognize that all financial activities require adherence to standard bookkeeping
protocols. These protocols require that financial records be kept for any LA-CAMFT
sponsored event. SIG events are LA-CAMFT sponsored events and therefore require a
Financial Report that includes all money transactions planned for and generated by the
SIG activities. This is why Budget Reports are required. Additionally, the BBS requires
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standard protocols for offering CEUs, which includes random audits to check for
compliance.
Third, understand that it is the SIG Chair’s responsibility to consult with and obtain prior
approval from the Chapter’s CFO or Administrator whenever Chapter monies exchange
hands, and to manage money transactions in accordance with the Chapter’s protocols.
Fourth, remember there are plenty of resources to guide you through the process! The
CFO or SIG Liaison are available to assist you with your ‘money matters’ questions.

Money Matters FAQs
Here are some additional questions or scenarios you may encounter as a SIG:
1. Do SIG Event presenters receive payment?
No. Presenters are not paid and should not receive money from participants or
SIG Chairs.
2. Can SIG Chairs tell presenters that LA CAMFT will cover the cost of event
materials?
Yes. The SIG Chair may inform the speaker that preapproved costs will be
reimbursed with submitted receipts. Preapproved costs are to be included in
the event budget (FORM: D) prepared by the SIG Chair. However, sometimes
material-costs are not known up front, and arise along the way or even on the day
of an event. Therefore, SIG Chairs can receive petty cash (FORM: G) to obtain
a petty cash advance from the Chapter’s CFO for such circumstances. For
proper accounting purposes, the CFO requires that original receipts for spent
petty cash be returned with remaining petty cash to the CFO at the soonest
possible time following the event. The original receipts and remaining cash must
add up to the original petty cash amount allocated, and the SIG Chairs will be
responsible for any discrepancy.
3. Will the Chapter reimburse SIG Chair for other expenses incurred for the
SIG event such as venue fees, refreshments, or materials?
Yes. As with question #2, preapproved event expenses included in event budgets
will be reimbursed to SIG Chairs with original receipts (See: FORM: L).
4. How is event registration handled?
Participants register for SIG events/workshops through the LA-CAMFT online
registration system known as FORMSTACK.
5. Is there a cost for the FORMSTACK registration?
Yes. There is an IT cost of approximately $250 for every event the Chapter
sponsors. This cost must be factored into the SIG event’s budget.
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6. Who manages the online registration?
The SIG Chairs manage the registration list for SIG events. This process
requires the SIG Chairs to become familiar with FORMSTACK, to track the
number of people registered and the number of cancellations, and to create a
registration and a wait list for their event from the FORMSTACK data
spreadsheet. The SIG Liaison or Executive Board member will provide support.
7. Can participants register and pay for the event at the door?
Yes. As long as there is space available and the Maximum Room Occupancy
according to fire regulations has not been reached, participants can register and
pay at the door. SIG Chairs are responsible for collecting participant payments,
maintaining a cash envelope, and handing over any 'at-door' income to the CFO
after the event (See: FORM: H).
8. Can SIG Chairs obtain sponsors for workshops?
Yes. ‘Actual’ and ‘In-kind’ sponsorships can be obtained for SIG events. The most
common is for a provider to allow the workshop to be held at their venue without
charging LA CAMFT a fee to use their space. However, SIGs may not negotiate
sponsorship terms, nor make promises to potential sponsors, as this is done by the
Ways & Means Committee (See: FORM: J).
9. How is the size of an event determined?
First, the SIG asks the venue’s owner or manager what the Maximum
Occupancy load is as dictated by local fire & safety codes for the room under
consideration. With the rooms Max. Occupancy load known, the SIG determines
an ideal participant number to ensure the best experience for the participants
according to what is being offered, while not exceeding the Max. Occupancy load
of the room.

10. How are CEUs arranged for and managed?
It is the SIG Chairs responsibility to arrange for and manage the CEU process
during the event (See: FORM: I).
11. How is advertising for an event handled?
LA CAMFT has several tools for letting its members know about events, and
each tool is administered differently and has specific requirements & formatting
guidelines (See: FORM: F).
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Appendix
FORM: A

SIG Creation: Request

Page 12

FORM: B

SIG Creation: Proposal & Action Plan

Page 13

FORM: C

SIG Chairs: Monthly Memo

Page 14

FORM: D

SIG Event/Workshop: Proposal & Budget

Page 15

FORM: E

SIG Event/Workshop: Post Report

Page 16

FORM: F

SIG Event/Workshop: Marketing Guidelines

Page 17

FORM: G

SIG Event/Workshop: Petty Cash Request

Page 18‐19

FORM: H

SIG Event/Workshop: At Door Payment Guidelines

Page 20‐21

FORM: I

SIG Event/Workshop: CEU Guidelines

Page 22‐24

FORM: J

SIG Event/Workshop: Sponsorship Guidelines

Page 25

FORM: K

SIG Event/Workshop: Participant Refund

Page 26‐27

FORM: L

SIG Event/Workshop: Reimbursement

Page 28

FROM: M

SIG: Chair Leadership Succession

Page 29

FROM: N

SIG User Guide: Suggestion Box

Page 30

*Please note that the example forms below are not live usable forms, and are here
for reference purposes and to gain familiarity with them. Live usable forms can
be downloaded from the LA CAMFT website under the SIG link.
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